
 (The COVID vaccine is a fraud.)   12 12 2020 

The vaccine may be available as soon as this week or next week. 
You may be required to take the vaccine in order to open your church, keep your job or travel, or 
possibly even to buy and sell.  Rev 13: 17 
 (COVID vaccine causes DNA damage and death) 
The COVID vaccine is not even a vaccine but is an experimental mRNA drug that Alters you DNA, 
and erases your genetic history. (makes you extinct) 
REF:  https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2017/02/mysterious-2-billion-biotech-revealing-secrets-
behind-its-new-drugs-and-vaccines 
REF:  https://79days.news/watch?id=5fb6649993b2894247f3c9b4 
If you lose your job or you are forced to close your church you will have to Sue for damages. 
(This is a spiritual battle between good and evil and you are forced to pick a side. You can no 
longer do nothing.  You have to warn your church members to save their life their soul.) 
YOU should retain a Texas attorney to join in this lawsuit. 
Dr Francis Boyl will work with your attorney to prove a Nuremburg style crime against humanity. 
You may sue: 
WHO and CDC for fraud and conflict of interest owning patients on the virus and vaccine. 
Anyone who owns a patent on the virus because it is a bioweapon and therefor illegal. Fauci and 
Bill Gates 
Government for funding the research off shore in Wuhan which is illegal. (3.7million) 
Ref: https://www.bitchute.com/video/4u7rt61YeGox/ 
 
New information: 
I am sorry to tell you this but it is worse than I thought. The COVID vaccine contains HIV. 
Vaccine has been approved by the FDA and will be available soon. 
Please do not take it.  It is a bioweapon. 
Please watch these videos and you will understand. 
If you can still wear a mask or close your Church after watching these two videos, 
Then I estimate that we only have less than 4 years to live. 
 
AGENDA 2030 has moved up to 2025. 
https://79days.news/watch?id=5fd3ecca7db9227957c4b2d0 
https://79days.news/watch?id=5fcfe95936e1a46b3ed3d33c 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/YYTLpdXdiEVh/ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BHe1dpWOgtg 
 
You have already been sterilized if you don’t believe me then check your sperm count. 

  
 


